Analytically solvable model in fractional kinetic theory.
In this article we give a general prescription for incorporating memory effects in phase space kinetic equation, and consider in particular the generalized "fractional" relaxation time model equation. We solve this for small-signal charge carriers undergoing scattering, trapping, and detrapping in a time-of-flight experimental arrangement in two ways: (i) approximately via the Chapman-Enskog scheme for the weak gradient, hydrodynamic regime, from which the fractional form of Fick's law and diffusion equation follow; and (ii) exactly, without any limitations on gradients. The latter yields complete and exact expressions in terms of generalized Mittag-Lefler functions for experimentally observable quantities. These expressions enable us to examine in detail the transition from the nonhydrodynamic stage to the hydrodynamic regime, and thereby establish the limits of validity of Fick's law and the corresponding fractional diffusion equation.